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Allen Pruitt

Palm Sunday is the best of us
and it is the worst of us.

There is a division,
between what we say we believe
and what we truly believe.

We are laying down palm branches
shouting unselfconsciously,

“Hosanna;
glory to God in the highest.”

We are picking up nails,
shouting mindlessly,

“Crucify Him!”

Every day,
back and forth,
time and again.
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I am worried that we lose sight of all this.
I am worried that we will forget,

forget how difficult it is,
to truly believe.

It is nothing short of impossible,
to move through each day,

shouting praises with all that you do.

It is all too easy,
to hear those damning words

fall from our lips.

I am worried that we will forget
that no matter how much we shout “crucify”
and no matter how little we sing praises,

from the top of that hill,
Jesus says only,

“forgive them;
forgive them.”
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So often we do forget;
we forget that God has been seeking us

since he made us.

We do not invite God into our work,
we are invited into God’s work.

So often we forget that.
We’ve been forgetting since forever.

The Pharisees forgot too.
It’s not the first time the Pharisees have acted like us.

Or maybe we just act like Pharisees.
I like my rules;
I like my order.

Our view of these Jewish religious leaders
is a little skewed by the folks who wrote the gospels,

folks who were harassed and subdued by the Pharisees.

We think of them as bloodthirsty thugs
and the Gospels we read don’t tell us much different.

But as commentator Bill Devaux writes,
“The Pharisees of Jesus’ day were not a violent, hardened bunch,

as they are sometimes portrayed.

On the contrary,
they would fit right in with many churches today.
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They were respectable,
hard-working,
well-educated men

who sought to do what was right.

They knew the scripture backward and forward.
They were role models in church attendance

and in tithing.

They were incredibly zealous to obey God.

But they also hated Jesus.
And they found a way to kill him.”

“They found a way to kill him.”
I wonder if we find ways to kill Jesus?

It’s almost too much to say,
too much to think about.

I won’t tell you what to think
or how to believe about this,

but I will ask the question,
“I wonder if we find ways to kill Jesus?”

I wonder if we are looking for a way to get rid of him,
even today?
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It’s awfully inconvenient
to have somebody remind us

to keep on forgiving,
to keep on serving.

It’s downright scary
to hear Jesus say,

“pick up your cross,
and follow me.”

Lay down your palm branches,
and pick up a cross.

We keep finding ways to kill Jesus.
Every time we believe that might is better than mercy,

instead of remembering
that mercy is just more difficult.

We keep trying to get rid of Jesus,
every time he tells us

that we have to give up everything
to find even more.

We keep telling ourselves
that Jesus couldn’t have meant what he said,

“forgive them,
seventy times seven.”

It’s too much to imagine;
impossible to believe.
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Jesus asked much of the Pharisees.
He asked them to let go of rigid and predictable order,

and asked them to embrace a Holy Mess.

He insisted
that a relationship with God

could happen only AFTER
a relationship with the least and the lost.

He reminded them
that it was better to be unclean

than to be unmerciful.

Jesus asked much of those men so long ago,
and he asks no less of us today.

There was a world of people lining that path,
holding up palm branches,
laying them at his feet
and shouting praises at the top of their lungs.

And there were even more later on,
out in the crowd,
going along to get along,
shouting “Crucify Him”

so that maybe they
wouldn’t have to be crucified themselves.

Jesus asks us to lay down our palm branches,
not to pick up the hammer and the nails,
but to pick up our cross,

and follow him.
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We started this Lenten journey
just a few weeks ago.

We rubbed ashes on our foreheads,
ashes that used to be palm branches,
dust that used to shout “Hallelujah.”

And now we have come to the cross,
and not for the last time.

It’s too much to imagine;
impossible to believe.

But it looks like he meant it,
“Take up your cross
and follow me.”

It looks like he meant every word of it,
“Forgive them,

until you lose count,

forgive them.”


